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For this update the accuracy of the model fit has been emphasized on the hospitalizations
rather than the new daily cases. Hospitalizations are very difficult to predicts as they depend
on the health and vaccination status as well as age of the infected individual (severity and
length in the hospital).
To fit the data, the model estimates that the hospitalisation probability for Honolulu for the
Omicron surge is about half the probability we had for the Delta surge back in August.
The major concern is the increase in positivity over all the counties the past week. Positivity
computes the percentage of all coronavirus tests performed that are actually positive.
All counties are above 11% positivity with Honolulu at about 19% (max of 11% for the Delta
surge) followed by Maui at 14.7% (max of 7.5% for the Delta surge), Hawaii at 14.3%(max of
11% for the Delta surge) and Kauai at 11.1% (max of 5.1% for the Delta surge).

Honolulu:
➢

The new daily cases are in the bottom part of the cone of uncertainties or even
under. We are still concerned with the daily cases and have not adjusted the base
transmission due to the fact that positivity has been increasing over the past week. It
is very hard to make a predictions with some testing site closure and increased
positivity. Parameters will be adjusted based on the next few days of data.

➢

Hospitalizations are aligned with the green fit. Hospitalizations parameters have
been however modified based on data from the past week, and probability to get
hospitalized has been slightly decreased.
It is estimated hospitalizations could rise to about 300 to 400 by January 10, and
that there is a real possibility to peak above Hospital capacity later in January.

Neighbor Islands: Model estimates will be re-evaluated as more data come in. Hospital and
ICU capacities are much lower for neighbor islands compared to Honolulu County.
Additionally, greater difficulty to access hospital care due to greater distance from home to
hospital.
➢

Hawaii: Latest data are in the cone of uncertainties but oscillating between the upper
and lower parts of the cone. Hawaii county is on track to about 700 new daily cases by
Jan 10 and over 35 active hospitalizations if the current rate of surging is sustained. Note
that indoor gathering has been reduced to 10 people which might impact the curve.

➢

Maui: Latest data are in the cone of uncertainties but between the upper and lower parts
of the con. Maui county predictions to Jan 10 are unclear but could possibly be over 500
new daily cases and over 35 active hospitalizations if the current rate of surging is
sustained. Note that Maui is now requesting booster at restaurants and bars which might
impact the curve.

➢

Kauai: Latest data are oscillating in the cone of uncretainties widely, on track to about
300 new daily cases by Jan 10 and under 15 active hospitalizations. But Kauai started
surging last so estimates about hospitalisations are unclear at this stage.

The model fit of the evolution of the pandemic since March 2020 for each county
clearly illustrates the extreme current surge compare to prior surging periods.
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General Model Assumptions for Omicron Common for all Counties
Transmission Rate
of Omicron

We assume the basal transmission rate of the Omicron is 2.5 times the one of
the Delta variant. This value is obtained from optimizing the fit on the actual
new daily cases.
We assume vaccinated individuals are 50% more susceptible to Omicron than
to Delta (but reduced compared to unvaccinated), and transmission from
vaccinated is 20% more likely if individual is affected with Omicron compared
to Delta

We assume the risk
of severe infections
with the omicron
variant is reduced

Reduced probability to develop more severe symptoms with the omicron variant
once the individual developed mild symptoms.

Travelers

We assume travelers are incoming at similar rates as of today for the next two
months, and that they are infected with the Delta at this stage. Because of the
current safe travel program, their impact is minimal and we are rather
evaluating community spread.

Honolulu County Assumptions
Initial Number of
Omicron
Infections on
Honolulu

We assume 10% of the daily cases is attributed to Omicron as of Nov
13, 2021. This means 5 Omicron new daily cases as of Nov 13, 2021
(date is optimized by the model to fit best starting date). We assume 4
are unvaccinated and one is vaccinated.

Nov 13, 2021

To detect those cases we assume there are some asymptomatic
Omicron infections as well that are not detected. We assume 23
unvaccinated asymptomatic omicrons and 2 vaccinated asymptomatic
omicrons. (this means it estimates Omicron started community
spreading in the first two weeks of November)

Base
Transmission

The base transmission has been increased on Honolulu on Dec 1 to
reflect the holidays and gatherings. It is now slightly higher than at the
beginning of the Delta surge.

Honolulu Forecasting New Daily Cases to Jan 10
Worst Case: Base transmission increased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.6 times greater than Delta
Best Case: Base transmission decreased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.4 times greater than Delta
Green is from the best fit: No base transmission change and Omicron
transmission 2.5 times greater than Delta

Red Peak: 11879, 2022/1/9 - Green Peak: 10021, 2022/1/12 - Blue Peak : 7881, 2022/1/15
Values on Jan 31 2022 - Red: 255, Green: 181, Blue: 398 (flatter)

Honolulu Forecasting Needed Hospitalizations to January 10
We are using the green fit of daily cases as a base and cone of
uncertainties on the probability to get severe symptoms with Omicron.
Green = Omicron is 50% less likely to result in hospitalizations than Delta,
Red= Omicron is similar to Delta
Blue = Omicron is 4 times less likely to result in hospitalizations than Delta

Red Peak: 3345, 2022/1/22 - Green Peak: 970, 2022/1/22 - Blue Peak : 312, 2022/1/24
Values on Jan 31 2022 - Red: 2345, Green: 711, Blue: 233

Hawaii County Assumptions
Initial Number of
Omicron
Infections on
Hawaii County

We assume 10% of the daily cases is attributed to Omicron as of
December 2, 2021.This means 2 Omicron new daily cases as of
December 2, 2021 (date is optimized by the model to fit best starting
date). We assume 1 is unvaccinated and one is vaccinated.
To detect those cases we assume there are some asymptomatic
Omicron infections as well that are not detected. We assume 23
unvaccinated asymptomatic omicrons and 2 vaccinated asymptomatic
omicrons. (this means it estimates Omicron started community
spreading in December 2)

Base
Transmission

The base transmission has been increased on Hawaii on Dec 3 to
reflect the holidays and gatherings. It is now the same as in Honolulu
and the highest it has been since the first initial surge.

Hawaii Forecasting New Daily Cases to January 10
Worst Case: Base transmission increased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.6 times greater than Delta
Best Case: Base transmission decreased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.4 times greater than Delta
Green is from the best fit: No base transmission change and Omicron
transmission 2.5 times greater than Delta

Hawaii Forecasting Needed Hospitalizations to January 10
We are using the green fit of daily cases as a base and cone
of uncertainties on the probability to get severe symptoms with
Omicron.
Green = Omicron is half compared to Delta,
Red= Omicron is similar to Delta
Blue = Omicron is four times smaller than for Delta.

Maui County Assumptions
Initial Number of
Omicron
Infections on
Maui County

We assume 10% of the daily cases is attributed to Omicron as of
December 2. This means 2 Omicron new daily cases as of December
2, 2021 (date is optimized by the model to fit best starting date). We
assume one are unvaccinated and one is vaccinated.
To detect those cases we assume there are some asymptomatic
Omicron infections as well that are not detected. We assume 23
unvaccinated asymptomatic omicrons and 2 vaccinated asymptomatic
omicrons. (this means it estimates Omicron started community
spreading in December 2)

Base
Transmission

The base transmission has been increased on Maui on Dec 8 to
reflect the holidays and gatherings. It is smaller than on Honolulu but
is the highest it has been since the first initial surge. It is still creating
the same type of surge due to a higher rate of traveling.

Maui Forecasting New Daily Cases to January 10
Worst Case: Base transmission increased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.6 times greater than Delta
Best Case: Base transmission decreased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.4 times greater than Delta
Green is from the best fit: No base transmission change and Omicron
transmission 2.5 times greater than Delta

Maui Forecasting Active Hospitalizations to January 10

We are using the green fit of daily cases as a base and cone
of uncertainties on the probability to get severe symptoms with
Omicron.
Green = Omicron is half compared to Delta,
Red= Omicron is similar to Delta
Blue = Omicron is four times smaller than for Delta.

Kauai County Assumptions
Initial Number of
Omicron
Infections on
Kauai County

We assume 10% of the daily cases is attributed to Omicron as of
December 5 2021 This means 2 Omicron new daily cases as of
December 5,2021 (date is optimized by the model to fit best starting
date). We assume 1 is unvaccinated and one is vaccinated.
To detect those cases we assume there are some asymptomatic
Omicron infections as well that are not detected. We assume 23
unvaccinated asymptomatic omicrons and 2 vaccinated asymptomatic
omicrons. (this means it estimates Omicron started community
spreading in December 5

Base
Transmission

The base transmission has been increased on Hawaii on Dec 8 to
reflect the holidays and gatherings. It is smaller than on Honolulu
(higher than on Maui) but is the highest it has ever been. It is still
creating the same type of surge due to a higher rate of traveling.

Kauai Forecasting New Daily Cases to January 10
Worst Case: Base transmission increased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.6 times greater than Delta
Best Case: Base transmission decreased by 10% and Omicron
transmission 2.4 times greater than Delta
Green is from the best fit: No base transmission change and Omicron
transmission 2.5 times greater than Delta

Kauai Needed Hospitalizations to January 10
We are using the green fit of daily cases as a base and cone
of uncertainties on the probability to get severe symptoms with
Omicron.
Green = Omicron is half compared to Delta,
Red= Omicron is similar to Delta
Blue = Omicron is four times smaller than for Delta.

